Unit 4

Opener (page 45)

3 Sample answers:
Ballerina: demanding, glamorous, stressful
Film star: exciting, glamorous, well-paid
Fire fighter: dangerous, dirty, demanding, responsible, satisfying
Footballer: exciting, glamorous, rewarding, well-paid
Pilot: dangerous, demanding, responsible, well-paid
Police officer: dangerous, demanding, responsible, secure
Rock star: exciting, glamorous, well-paid
Scientist: demanding, rewarding, satisfying
Train driver: responsible, routine, secure, badly paid
Vet: dirty, responsible, rewarding, satisfying, secure

4 Speaker 1
a a superhero or fireman (fire fighter)
b office worker
c fireman: exciting, satisfying, dangerous, dirty, demanding

Speaker 2
a train driver
b accountant
c train driver: in charge, responsible for passengers; accountant: routine, secure

Speaker 3
a a footballer
b nurse
c footballer; glamorous, well-paid, famous; nurse: badly paid, stressful, rewarding

4a (pages 46 and 47)

3 1 an accountant
2 a senior technician
3 Hyundai
4 a farmer; self-employed
5 a manager
6 Nokia

4 1 Morten Andersen
2 Meena Shekaran
3 Kashinath Manna
4 Tamil Selvan

6 (See answer key to Exercise 7)

7 I’ll be fine (Meena – 100% sure)

Selvan might soon own one of the cars he makes (the author of the article – not 100% sure)

India will be the world’s third largest car market (industry experts – 100% sure)